INSIDE homes

NATURAL
INSTINCT
A smart revamp with a family-first focus
has revitalised this Noosa beach house

PLANTS, POTS & GREENERY (OPPOSITE), ALL AUTUMN LEAVES GARDEN
CENTRE, AUTUMNLEAVES.GARDEN. CANDLES, CERAMICS, NECKLACE (ON
WALL) AND ARTWORK (ON LEFT), ALL COCO + BLISS, COCOANDBLISS.COM.AU

cheat sheet
Who lives here: Catherine and
husband Hugh, who run their own
business; and two of their daughters,
Lilly, 17; and Sophie, 13. Their older
daughters, Rebecca, 23, and
Maddison, 22, are regular visitors.
Style of home: A modern revamp of
a late-’70s triple-level beach house.
Architect David Teeland was
commissioned in March 2014.
The design and documentation took
nine months, approval one month and
then it was straight into demolition,
which took a further month. With all
systems go, the revamp and refit took
around eight months.

EXTERIOR (opposite) Spotted
gum cladding makes a striking
first impression. LIVING AREA
A favourite sofa, re-covered in
Italian leather, forms a hub for
owners Catherine and Hugh and
their daughters to hang out
together. An artwork from Raw
Sunshine Coast and a Foscarini
Diesel floor lamp from Space
Furniture add a modern edge.
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unked in together, flopped around a giant sofa
or swapping stories at the oversized dining table,
summer days in this house are a shared experience.
It’s just how former Melbournites Catherine, Hugh
and their daughters like it. Their home, tucked up
against Noosa’s national park and a short meander
to the beach, has been revamped to bring the family together
and in closer contact with their enviable surrounds. It’s thanks to
local architect David Teeland of Teeland Architects, who further
merged the beach house with its natural environment using local
timbers in striking ways and kitted it out with furniture made
predominantly by local artisans. Bring on the long, balmy days!
David, she’s a beauty now, but earlier? It wasn’t the most
beautiful building by any stretch of the imagination – it was
dark and dated – but it was a solid brick house. The main
challenge however was that it wasn’t taking advantage of this
beautiful site backing onto the national park. We carved out
some new openings in the rear walls so the bedrooms and
bathrooms would look onto serene, subtropical rainforest.
Catherine, what’s it like to bathe in the bush? It’s amazing!
Even the children love it. We have a big tree out there that
we put lights in and you just sit in the bath and it’s so beautiful
and relaxing. We lived in the house unrenovated for a year and
it had an outdoor shower and we loved it. That formed part
of our brief to David and he did it perfectly.

PLANTS, POTS & GREENERY (OPPOSITE), ALL AUTUMN LEAVES GARDEN CENTRE, AUTUMNLEAVES.GARDEN. TRAY, CANDLES
& CERAMICS, COCO + BLISS, COCOANDBLISS.COM.AU. WIRE BOWL, RAW SUNSHINE COAST, RAWSUNSHINECOAST.COM.AU
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EXTERIOR (opposite) Just
a taste of the idyllic location
of the family home. DINING
AREA A generous custommade American oak dining
table by local company, Mast
Furniture anchors this space
and is complemented by the
beautiful mix of hardwood
flooring beneath it.

David, the shower rains down on timber floors – how do they
hold up? It’s a local hardwood, spotted gum, so it works really

well in a subtropical environment and performs quite well
when it gets wet. We have a stainless-steel shower tray beneath
the hardwood floor, so all the water runs into it and that goes
back into the plumbing system.
How have you designed this home with a ‘holiday house’ feel?

This home has a bit of an informal, relaxed and low-maintenance
vibe. We used robust materials that don’t need much upkeep.
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bright idea
Architect David Teeland
closed in the original
’70s staircase and had
the existing red wood
treads stained in a Black
Japan finish to create a
modern design feature,
lined in American oak.

What’s your favourite thing about being surrounded by nature?

The whole thing! We have kookaburras that come and sit on the
deck area and bush turkeys in the garden. We have our showers
outside and we never see anyone. We often leave the doors open
when we go to sleep; all you can hear is the ocean.
Visit teeland.com.au for more of David’s work.

POTTED PLANT, AUTUMN LEAVES GARDEN CENTRE, AUTUMNLEAVES.GARDEN. CERAMICS,
CHOPPING BOARDS & ARTWORK (OPPOSITE), COCO + BLISS, COCOANDBLISS.COM.AU

We’ve used bluestone in the bathroom as it has a natural
patina to it that almost looks like sand. If you’re coming
in from the beach and you have a bit of sand on you still,
bluestone tiles are very forgiving.
What’s a beach room? (We want one, regardless!) It’s basically
a beach version of a mud room. When you come back from the
surf, you go into the beach room, which is a breathable timber
box with an outdoor shower, stainless-steel clotheslines, racks
for surfboards and storage.You can wash off all the salt and sand
before coming in or heading to the pool.
Catherine, you made bunks a must – why? Because it’s nice
to be together and not be separated.You know kids today,
they all go off to their rooms and play on their electronics.
We wanted somewhere where they would spend time
together instead of separately.
The sofa is also supersized? Yes, 10 people can sit on that
comfortably. It came from our old holiday house in Victoria
and David had it re-covered. With the house, it is a focus that
we all do things together. The sofa means everyone can be
in that living area and chat, have a coffee or watch a movie.

STAIRCASE (opposite, top
right) Flos ‘Glo-Ball’ pendant
lights by Jasper Morrison
illuminate the stairs. “They are
made of hand-blown glass and
when they glow at night, it’s
something special, almost like
a full moon glowing,” says David.
KITCHEN The cooking zone
features Bianca marble and an
American oak island bench.
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HOME OFFICE (left) This
office allows Catherine and
Hugh to keep on top of their
work with a custom-made
bench and desk unit. The
space still has a breezy vibe,
thanks to Kate & Kate cushions
and an artwork from Coco +
Bliss. BALCONY A chair and
ottoman from Mast Furniture
is the ideal vantage point to
enjoy lush rainforest views.

17

1. Entry
2. Garage
3. Beach room
4. Kids’ TV area
5. Girls’ room
6. Bathroom
7. Outdoor shower
8. Balcony
9. Kitchen
10. Living
& dining areas

11. Deck
12. Powder room
13. Home office
14. Master bedroom
15. Ensuite with
outdoor bath
& shower
16. Balcony
17. Guest bedroom
18. Guest ensuite

MASTER BEDROOM Opening
onto a private deck (opposite,
right) and an ensuite (opposite,
bottom left) with an outdoor
bath and shower overlooking
the rainforest, this space is a
sanctuary. The bespoke bed
keeps the room streamlined,
topped with indigo linen from
Aura By Tracie Ellis and sheets
from Abode Living.

It’s the touches of timber that give this home both its
designer edge and chilled-out vibe. “We wanted to utilise
timber we had and timber that was local to the area. We
didn’t want a concrete box,” says owner Catherine. To this
end, the lino and carpet were ripped up and the original
hardwood floorboards matched with bespoke American
oak cabinetry and built-in furniture throughout, designed
by David. “We were really keen to complement the floors
and bring a feeling of warmth to contrast the heavy
masonry shell of the house,” says architect David Teeland.
The exterior spotted-gum cladding makes an immediate
impact – for similar hardwood screening, check out the
range at Porta; visit porta.com.au for information.
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CHAIR (TOP LEFT), SPACE TO CREATE, SPACETOCREATE.CO. CANDLE & STATIONERY, RAW
SUNSHINE COAST, RAWSUNSHINECOAST.COM.AU. TOWEL (BOTTOM LEFT), KATE & KATE,
KATEANDKATE.COM.AU. ARTWORK & SIDE TABLE (OPPOSITE), RAW SUNSHINE COAST, AS BEFORE

timber tell-all
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5 GREAT
FINDS

2

‘Jute’ rug, $249/1.2m x
1.5m, Aura By Tracie
Ellis, aurahome.com.au.

1

Carl Hansen & Søn
‘CH24 Wishbone’ chair
by Hans J. Wegner,
from $1605, Cult,
cultdesign.com.au.
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4

3 5
‘Volcanic’ vase, $162,
Lightly, lightly.com.au.

Flos ‘Glo-Ball’
pendant light by
Jasper Morrison,
$941.60, Euroluce,
euroluce.com.au.

‘Sea Tangle’ cushion,
$99, Kate & Kate,
kateandkate.com.au.

a lesson in…
blending in
Brown, brick and brutal, there was little
going for the original home from the kerb.
Facing east, the facade was also blasted
by the morning summer sun, making
sunglasses mandatory for the family
come breakfast time in the kitchen and
dining areas. How to blend in and beat
the rays? “Our approach was to render the
brown brick in a cement finish and then
we designed a timber screen that actually
sat out from the building to screen the
original facade,” says architect David
Teeland. “It worked on two levels: on a
poetic level and on a practical level,
it provided privacy and sun protection.”
Like the facade, the garage doors
have been given the timber treatment
to camouflage into the rainforest
setting. The timber batons sit above
an opaque acrylic panel that allows
natural light into the garages.

‘5 GREAT FINDS’ PRODUCT SOURCING: NATALIE JOHNSON. PINK & GREY QUILT COVERS AND PILLOWCASES
(TOP RIGHT), AURA BY TRACIE ELLIS, AURAHOME.COM.AU. CUSHION & BASKET, RAW SUNSHINE COAST,
RAWSUNSHINECOAST.COM.AU. LILAC THROW, ABODE LIVING, ABODELIVING.COM, STRIPED THROW,
KATE & KATE, KATEANDKATE.COM.AU. RUG, SERENGETI STORE, SERENGETISTORE.COM.AU

OUTDOOR BATH & SHOWER
(left) By opening the back end
of the house, David reclaimed
the privacy it affords. GIRLS’
ROOM The storage tower
between the bunks contains
phone chargers and concealed
lighting. POOL (opposite) An
outdoor setting from Space To
Create is a great spot to relax.

“There’s nothing in the house
we would change – we always
say that to David”
CATHERINE, HOMEOWNER

